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Above: Shark Creek Conservation Area, a WLT sanctuary in northern New South Wales Photo courtesy of Patricia Kelly

39,000 and counting: it has been a great year for the Australian Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) so far.
Thirty-nine sanctuaries have joined since the
last edition of Wildlife Lands; their combined
3,234 hectares taking the nationwide total to
270 member refuges with just over 39,000
hectares of wildlife-friendly land. These new
sanctuaries come from every state, including
a strong showing from Queensland with 16.
While in Hobart for the Australian Wildlife
Rehabilitation Conference, I was able to visit
several WLT refuges and would like to thank
the owners (and those I met in town or at the
conference) for their generous hospitality. It
was thrilling to see such an impressive array
of habitat types and some very content
wildlife; your dedication is inspirational.

WLT staff recently attended the launch of
Action Plan for Australian Mammals.
Authored by esteemed scientists Prof. John
Woinarski, Prof. Peter Harrison and Dr. Andrew
Burbidge, this comprehensive and impressive
publication profiles all Australian mammal
species and identifies the issues impacting
upon them. It also provides management
advice and can greatly assist the conservation
movement in Australia—
we will work to ensure
it is used as effectively
as possible.
Evan Quartermain
WLT Program Manager
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Below: Glossy black-cockatoo in a hollow on Habitat

Linda and Todd Dennis
Habitat
NEW SOUTH WALES
Habitat is a 16 hectare property in the Northern Rivers of NSW, close
and connected by vegetated wildlife corridors to the Border Ranges
National Park, which is part of the Gondwana Rainforests of Australia
World Heritage Area. Habitat is a dedicated wildlife sanctuary used
for wildlife rehabilitation and release, and we purchased it with the
intention of improving the habitat and protecting native animals.
It is also perfect “Todd and Linda habitat” with nutrient soil for our
own vegetable garden.
The main vegetation type present is wet sclerophyll forest, and some
rainforest also occurs along the two creeks; one is perennial with
numerous cascades and pools cut into the basalt bed, and both are
home to spiny crayfish and native gudgeons. Habitat is home to a
wide range of native fauna species such as koalas, sugar gliders,
brushtail and ringtail possums, yellow-bellied gliders, a variety of
macropods, and a wide range of bird species including glossy
black-cockatoos.
There are some beautiful native trees on the property including
tallowwood (koala food!), brushbox, casuarina, bangalow palm,
white beech, quandong, sandpaper fig, hairy walnut, stinging tree
and Moreton-bay fig. Unfortunately, there is also a large amount
of lantana and other weeds, which Todd has started to remove.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS

In spring we are very lucky to witness a beautiful light show in the
rainforest when all the fire flies flutter around looking for a mate; it’s
a spectacular sight. They are threatened these days due to city light
pollution, so that makes our property extra special, in our opinion.
We started caring for wildlife in the late ‘90s at a previous property,
Fourth Crossing in the Central West of NSW. For many years I
specialised in the care of bare-nosed wombats and birds of prey,
but at Habitat we have cared for swamp wallabies, red-necked
wallabies, a red-necked pademelon, an eastern brushtail possum
and a clutch of young magpies.
For the last year Todd has been building our dream home which is
completely off the grid, energised by solar. When the house is
finished we will start building new enclosures and aviaries (hopefully
a koala release pen, a flying fox crèche and a bigger macropod
enclosure) to continue our wildlife work, which you can read all
about at www.fourthcrossingwildlife.com

I purchased Sheoak Ridge in Far North Queensland as ‘useless
land’ (its topography made it unsuitable for farming). With no
intention for crops or livestock, I wasn't going to dispute that.

the natural spread of an endangered rainforest type threatens to
engulf other endangered ecosystems. It’s an interesting dilemma
and one that keeps us researching best practice.

The 66 hectare block adjoins two National Parks and has seven
contrasting ecosystems. The dry ridge-line is covered by two
types of Eucalyptus woodland, while an extensive riparian
rainforest snakes through the valley along a permanent creek.
Between the dry woodland and rainforest are melaleuca
dominated wetlands, stands of tall blue gums and plains of
beautiful white poplar gums. Along the south-eastern slopes
broad-leaved paperbarks dominate the landscape, and a
dynamic ecotone exists on the rainforest edge.

While I focus mostly on the flora of the property, Claire dedicates
her ‘spare’ time to wildlife rescue. Our property is home to five
macropod species: agile wallabies; swamp wallabies; bettongs;
eastern grey kangaroos; and red-legged pademelons, and throughout the year Claire feeds orphaned joeys around the clock, prior
to their soft release here through a carefully monitored program.

An unusual feature of this property is natural billabongs within
the rainforest. Their dark, tannin-ladened water and lack of
sunlight means human swimmers don't disturb the tranquillity,
but through scientific studies we’ve found them to be full of life.

Our goal is for Sheoak Ridge to continue to be used for education,
tourism and research through farmstays, guided tours and study
programs where guests can add to our knowledge or gain a better
understanding of the complex and interconnected natural
ecosystems, all while protecting the species that share our home.
Be sure to visit our website: www.sheoakridge.com
Below: Double-eyed fig parrot on Sheoak Ridge

It's so nice to explore under the rainforest canopy on a hot day
and see pademelons, platypus and noisy pittas. Or on cooler
days, enjoy sunlit walks amongst the grass trees on the ridge
while watching pale-headed rosellas extract seed from sheoak
cones and fairy wrens and finches flitting through long grass.
The complexity of ecosystems presents some difficult land management issues, such as how to maintain diversity in an area where

Marcus Achatz and Claire Baker
Sheoak Ridge
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QUEENSLAND

feeding orphaned joeys around the clock

Below: Wildlife habitat on Three Bridges Refuge

Sue Bendel
Three Bridges Refuge
VICTORIA
I have always loved plants and animals and, as a horticulture
student and wildlife carer of four years, have long dreamed of
owning land for wildlife. This is particularly important as I live in
Victoria, which is the most cleared state in Australia and around
62% of it is privately owned.
As Vice President of Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum, the beautiful
Mountain Ash forests of Victoria’s Central Highlands have become
very important to me. 43% of Leadbeater’s possum habitat was
destroyed in the Black Saturday fires in February 2009, and still
VicForests continues to log the Mountain Ash forests that the
species, Victoria's faunal emblem, calls home. I wished I could do
more to protect this special habitat that is logged to provide pulp
to make Reflex paper.
Less than one year ago my dream came true, as I purchased 60
hectares in Three Bridges in the Central Highlands. It is a very
visually pleasing stand of forest with dense undergrowth and
many tree ferns.

to catch a glimpse of a Leadbeater’s possum as this forest is typical
of their preferred habitat. The forest is also home to the magnificent
greater glider and many other possums and gliders as well as many
birds and reptiles.

Even when I close my eyes the property's beauty is obvious from
the lyrical sound of lyre birds to the squawk of black cockatoos.
When I enter the gully at the lower reaches of Mt Myrtalia I can
hear a creek gently flowing through the myrtle beech, sassafras
and tree ferns that call the rainforest gully home.

At the recent Australian Wildlife Rehabilitator's Conference in Hobart,
I was lucky enough to meet Evan and hear about the Wildlife Land
Trust. Feeling so strongly about the need to conserve our forests
for wildlife, I took the opportunity to sign my wonderful forested
block as a WLT property so that it can always be land that has
wildlife habitat as its main focus.

As yet, I have not found a track to lead me to the creek but its
sound is music to my ears.
So far I have only sighted a swamp wallaby on my piece of paradise,
but hope to go spotlighting in the spring. I may be lucky enough

the beauty is obvious, even with my eyes closed
In 1986 a group of like-minded people formed the Lake Mealup
Preservation Society to raise funds to purchase an area of land,
consisting of part of a large freshwater lake and adjacent
bushland south of Perth, in order to conserve it as a bush and
wildlife refuge. The Lake Mealup property contains a variety of
Swan coastal plain habitats including mixed jarrah, marri, tuart
and banksia woodland, with melaleuca and flooded gum flats,
large reed beds and extensive areas of open water. Lake Mealup
is on the Register of the National Estate and was listed under
the Ramsar Convention in 1990, and we have also covenanted
the property with the National Trust of Western Australia.
Over the years we have had many excursions and campouts at
Lake Mealup, where we have worked to conserve the property
by replanting the small areas of bushland which had been
cleared, maintained fences to keep out straying livestock, and
weeded. But it has not been all work, we’ve also spent many
enjoyable hours exploring the property, watching birds on the
lake from our bird hide and taking canoes out.

declined as did the quality of the water. However, this impending
disaster eventually led to our most exciting project to date.
After several years of negotiations with other stakeholders in the
area, we received funding to put in a weir which enables us to
control the lake’s water level. It was completed in 2012 and the
effect has been magical. The water quality improved far sooner
than expected and water birds returned in their hundreds. It is
once again a joy to watch them from the bird hide or canoes.
We are still learning how best to control the water at optimum levels
so that the surrounding melaleuca band is maintained while still
providing the best habitat for the birdlife.
A year or so ago we heard about the WLT and the network of
properties owned by people with similar aims to ours. So we have
just joined and look forward to being part of it all.
We welcome visitors to Lake Mealup and hope some may even
be inspired to join our society and help to ensure the conservation
of this environment.

In the process, we have identified over 130 native plants as well
as 120 bird species and 19 reptiles, and there are also western
grey kangaroos and bandicoots.
Unfortunately, the area’s decreasing rainfall resulted in declining
water levels in the lake and it was frequently dry. Water bird numbers

Audrey Bolger
Lake Mealup
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Above: Black swans on Lake Mealup
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Below: Sparky the eastern quoll in care at Inala

Dr Tonia Cochran (written by Tom Williams)
Inala
TASMANIA
Over 25 years ago Dr Tonia Cochran left big city life in Melbourne
to take on custodianship of 200 hectares of unspoilt bush on
Bruny Island in remote southern Tasmania. She chose Inala as
the name for this private sanctuary, it’s indigenous for ‘peaceful
place,’ a name anyone who visits the property will vouch for.
Tonia has since dedicated her life to building a wildlife ecotourism
business that sustains the maintenance of the reserve and also
builds awareness about the value that such places provide for
us all. Guests can book a tour with one of the experienced Inala
guides or stay in one of the self-contained cottages on the
property which they share with the local wildlife.
Bruny Island is remote by civilised standards; the ferry is the only
way to get here and don’t expect flash phone reception. Its reputation
as a prized holiday destination is due in big part to its natural
values. As it is less populated than most regions, with just over
600 residents, its ecosystems have stayed relatively intact.
Life thrives at Inala and visitors are frequently mesmerised by the
diversity of flora and fauna that coexist on the property. It’s a
daily occurrence to see wedge-tailed eagles land on the creek
flats and Tasmanian pademelons zipping through the thick under

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Just over four years ago Robyn and I became the owners of a six
hectare paddock around 400km north of Adelaide, near Outback
Hawker. After years learning at workshops and much self-education
about native revegetation and regeneration methods, we started
to do the impossible and build a habitat from scratch in a region
with rainfall averaging 250mm or less per year.
Our plantings, selected to suit low rainfall, clay and (to be found
out later) saline soil, were to survive on natural rainfall alone. We
later discovered there were many seeds in waiting of a good rain
event and the property is now in its fifth year as a registered
National Tree Day site.
In our second year of ownership the heavens opened and 70mm
of rain flooded the district in one day. Several months later the
‘paddock’ was transformed into a regeneration project with native
grasses, wildflowers, various saltbush species, acacias and sennas.

growth of the wet eucalypt forest; grey and rare white colour forms
of red-necked (Bennett’s) wallabies and brush-tailed possums
are also regularly seen at close range around the cottages.
One factor of distinct significance is the resident colony of one
of Australia’s smallest and most endangered birds, the fortyspotted pardalote. With 70 of the birds estimated to be at Inala,
these guys get special treatment.
Proactive actions have been taken to create safe and reliable
breeding conditions for the birds and their numbers continue to
increase here. The principles behind this successful program are
woven into the DNA of all Inala pursuits.
Another project close to the hearts of Inala staff is the onsite wildlife rehabilitation efforts. With Inala being the perfect place to
release rehabilitated or hand-raised joeys, all the staff have a
passion in this field and the success rate has been tremendous.
We are all proud to be one of the newest members of the
Wildlife Land Trust.

The explosion of creatures in the garden has been an unexpected
bonus for us, they include meat ant colonies, snakes, geckos, bluetongued lizards, bearded dragons, golden orb and red back spiders,
and smaller bush birds regularly call in to feed in the grass on
insects and seed while hawks and wedged-tailed eagles have
a look in at great height before perching nearby. Some artificial
perches and lizard habitat of varying sizes have helped the new
residents feel safe and welcome to call in.
We chose to dedicate our little sanctuary to the 9th Division AIF
that my father served with as an ambulance driver in the Siege of
Tobruk front line during World War 2 and as a stretcher bearer in
New Guinea.
With a view of Wilpena Pound and the ranges all around Hawker,
we thought it fitting to call it The Garden of Appreciation in
memory of the Desert Rats of the 9th Division AIF.

These days a new surprise is always on offer when we arrive for
our monthly visit during the cooler months. Last year we found
an outcrop of native apricot bushes that have already fruited,
and many dozens more senna are self-germinated and spreading.

the property is now a
National Tree Day site
Gavin and Robyn Smith
The Garden of Appreciation
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Above: Regeneration on The Garden of Appreciation

Wombat
warriors use
hi-vis paint
(and perserverance)

to save
real ones
Below: Mary, a matriarchial wombat resident in the firing line…

Marie and Raymond Wynan, owners of WLT refuge Edala, got
some bad news: the State Forest adjoining their sanctuary
Edala was to be logged by Forestry NSW.
Being WLT members deeply connected to the animals that
inhabit the forest, they took action and they’ve won significant
concessions from the loggers.

“

Without doubt, they’ve saved many lives and reminded us that
individuals can have a more powerful voice than you’d expect:

Made aware that logging would start in Glenbog State Forest,
we met with Forestry NSW’s planner and site supervisor.

We knew that threatened species, including yellow-bellied
gliders, gang-gang cockatoos, powerful and sooty owls, and
spotted-tailed quolls were present within compartments
marked
for harvest,
and and
that Raymond’s
Montane Peatlands
and Swamps
Keep
up to date
with Marie
efforts at:
(a
threatened
ecological
community)
were
proximal.
www.theglengogblog.wordpress.com/
However, our main concern was for a large number of barenosed wombat burrows as logging operations would block
the entrances and destroy burrows. Bulldozing can cause
injury or slow suffering deaths, separation of mothers from
their joeys, and starvation and stress-diseases like mange.
We identified 150 burrows in the proposed harvest area, noting
them with hi-vis paint and recording their GPS positions.
After passing this information (along with many phone calls,
emails and supporting letters from the Wildlife Land Trust,
Wombat Protection Society and Wildlife Rescue Far South
Coast) to NSW Forestry, they agreed to add clauses to the
final Operational Approval Plan.
They moved roads planned across and above active burrows.
And truck movements were restricted during early mornings
and late afternoons and disallowed prior to sunrise and an hour
before sunset. Injured wildlife were to be reported to us for
treatment and burrow entries must not be obstructed.
Sadly, three burrows have since been decimated, with one
bulldozed flat. Another has suffered damage and the entrance
can’t be found while the third’s entrance was blocked by debris.
And, eight weeks after work started, we’ve found an injured
wombat with signs of stress-related mange. Untreated, this
animal will suffer a slow painful death and likely spread mites
among other highly stressed individuals.

Keep up to date with Marie and Raymond’s efforts at:
www.theglengogblog.wordpress.com/

”

Mange treatment programs are now needed, with a follow up
for at least a year in the remaining preserved burrows.
Clearly, written guarantees are no substitute for vigiliance.

The story behind ‘that’ photo
Recently, a photo of a koala surrounded by what
used to be its home went viral but the story
behind it wasn’t known. In Tasmania for the
Australian Wildlife Rehabilitation Conference, Evan
met Louise O’Brien who had taken the photo:
“A long-time WIRES volunteer, I heard from our
Sydney office about a cold, frightened koala in
Vittoria State Forest, NSW.
A concerned logging employee had called it in so
I made my way there and was startled to find a sub-

adult male lost in an expanse
of denuded pine forest.

After capturing this heartbreaking scene I scooped up
one very stressed out koala
and headed to a vet’s clinic in Bathurst to get help
with his obvious eye injuries.

Fortunately, after five days of care we were able to
release him into a safe area, not far from the rescue
site and near the Wimbledon koala colony.”
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECT PARTNER NEWS
WILDLIFE SOS INDIA

Tracking a radio active bear
Humane Society International’s project partner Wildlife SOS
recently effected the first release of a radio-collared sloth
bear.
Working with government bodies, they chose a
bear which had been rescued from a conflict
situation. The four year old was housed at Agra
Bear Rescue Facility (a WLT member refuge)
before its release into a 45,000 hectare wildlife
sanctuary.
However, upon release he moved towards the
Nepalese border and Wildlife SOS staff became
worried as Nepal has a major bear poaching problem.

Their stress levels worsened with the subsequent loss of
radio contact and a team was frantically dispersed
to hunt for a signal.
Ten fretful days later they were rewarded
with confirmation that the bear had crossed
back into India, safely away from the border.
Monitoring has confirmed that he’s settled
in the sanctuary, in a forested area near
water. Tracking also shows he is deliberately
avoiding human settlements and we can
only hope he maintains this policy.

Watch a heartwarming video of
the bear’s release on Facebook at:
http://goo.gl/6nkqoA

…we lost the signal as he headed into poacher-country

94 out of 103 threatened
HSI is part of the lemurs’ last chance
Alarmingly, 94 of Madagascar’s 103 lemur species are in danger of
extinction. And a recent publication, partly funded by HSI*, confirms six
of them as being among the world’s 25 most endangered primates.
With 90% of their habitat destroyed and much of what remains
severely fragmented, lemur colonies are struggling in an environment
shrinking quickly through illegal logging and poaching.
However, the Rapid Response Fund for Lemur Conservation has been
launched to prevent these extinctions and ensure the long-term
survival of these wondrous creatures.
Fundamental to the plan’s success is the establishment of a long-term
research presence and helping local communities develop lemur ecotourism and improve their livelihoods.
The program also needs to maintain rapid approval of funds for small
urgent conservation initiatives to help solve lemur protection issues
before they escalate.
HSI is a proud founding donor to the Rapid Response Fund.
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* Primates in Peril The World’s 25 Most Endangered Primates

U.S. NEWS
LINDEBO WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES, WISCONSIN

Landowners take a tax hit
but animals take a fatal one
The wooded hills and wetlands of two Humane Society WLT
(HSWLT) sanctuaries were donated by Gail and Harold Lindebo.
Over several decades, the Lindebos have planted 20,000 white
pines on these two properties, restoring trees logged by previous
owners. Shanagolden at 242 hectares is a sizable sanctuary while
the smaller Chimney Rock (32 hectares) importantly borders a
national forest near an elk reintroduction project.
Many neighbouring landowners lease their land for recreational
trophy hunting (often to meet ever-increasing property taxes)
and the Lindebos notice a significant increase in the wildlife on
their sanctuaries during hunting season,
This affirms the properties’ roles as invaluable safety nets for
wildlife, particularly deer, one of which they know has been
coming by for more than four years.

Wildlife head for the
sanctuary when the
hunting season opens

$500,000
HSWLT aims high
in fighting poachers
Poaching, the illegal hunting and killing of animals, kills wildlife
in the tens of millions each year in the United States.
And despite thousands of poachers being arrested
annually, it’s thought to be only 1 to 5 percent of
offenders nationwide.
The HSWLT has offered rewards close to
$500,000 for the arrest and conviction of
poachers. These rewards encourage people to
give information to wildlife officials and help raise
awareness of this wide-spread illegal activity.
Rewards have been offered in cases involving mule
deer and elk to bald eagles and bobcats. Successful
prosecutions include a $5,000 reward for the conviction
of a swan poacher in Idaho and $2,500 for black
bear poacher convicted in Louisiana.

Millions and millions
and millions of
wildlife killed
every year
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The Banded Ironstone Formation Vegetation Complex
comprises related vegetation groups typically found on the
banded ironstone rocky outcropping formations (‘islands’) within
the broader, flatter matrix of the Yilgarn Craton in the south of
Western Australia—one of Earth’s oldest, most stable parts.
Rising as high as 702m above sea level, the blended ironstone
formations include a granitic basement interspersed with siliconrich sedimentary chert; a fascinating and ancient refugia where
species have survived past climatic fluctuations. The Yalgoo,
Coolgardie and Avon Wheatbelt bioregions were singled out
from other areas containing banded ironstone formations due
to high concentrations of both ironstone-specialist and rare or
threatened flora present.
Typical species of the vegetation complexes differ substantially
between locations, reflecting high levels of endemism. However,
those common to several of the nominated Banded Ironstone
Formations include Lepidosperma ferricola and Banksia arborea,
both of which occur primarily on rocky outcrops; as well as
Stenanthemum newbeyi occurring on outcrops and duricrust;
and Grevillea zygoloba occurring on outcrops and talus slopes.

Nominated for a threatened listing under the Federal Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999 (EPBC Act)
this year by the WLT/Humane Society International (HSI)

THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

Banded ironstone
formation vegetation
complex
Yalgoo, Coolgardie and Avon
Wheatbelt bioregions

The ecological community provides habitat for a host of
threatened fauna, including the Carnaby’s black cockatoo
(Calyptorhynchus latirostris), listed as Endangered under the
EPBC Act; western quoll (Dasyurus geoffroii); crest-tailed
mulgara (Dasycerus cristicauda); slender-billed thornbill
(Acanthiza iredalei iredalei); and mallee fowl (Leipoa ocellata),
all of which are listed as Vulnerable under the legislation; and
the gilled slender blue-tongue (Cyclodomorphus branchialis),
which is listed as Vulnerable in Western Australia. The bilby
(Macrotis lagostis) and greater stick-nest rat (Leporillus
conditor) are also predicted to have occurred in the area but
are now considered extinct in the region.
WLT/HSI’s comprehensive scientific analysis indicates there is
overwhelming evidence Banded Ironstone Vegetation Complex
is worthy of an Endangered listing under the EPBC Act, citing
that it meets five of the six criteria for a threatened listing
(only one is required to justify inclusion on the schedules.)
First and foremost, the ecological community remains at
imminent risk from mining and associated developments,
undergoing serious decline in its geographic extent as a result
of clearing and other open-cut mining disturbances.
High levels of endemism within the ecological community
make it most likely that functionally important species will be
lost with such activity, and there are significant challenges in
restoring component species of unique complex communities,
or of them regenerating naturally—the removal of the
characteristic substrate on which this vegetation complex
depends presents a major impediment to any recovery.
With an ever-shrinking environment budget, the sad reality is
that funds available to properly assess and have ecological
communities duly listed will likely see fewer included on this
years Finalised Priority Assessment List.

Carnaby’s black cockatoo
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However, we remain hopeful that the Banded Ironstone
Vegetation Complex, along with three other ecological
communities submitted for consideration by the WLT/HSI in
this round, will receive the attention they warrant.

SPECIES PROFILE

Platypus
The iconic platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus)
is a semi-aquatic species found throughout
reliably-running river systems in eastern
Australia but threatened by dams, irrigation,
pollution, netting and illegal trapping.

GONE FROM RIVERS WHERE THEY WERE ONCE IN THEIR THOUSANDS
The platypus lays claim to having the highest level of evolutionary
distinctiveness of any mammal species worldwide.
Aside from echidnas, it is the only extant monotreme species and
its highly unusual features (egg-laying, having a bill, webbed-feet,
fat-filled tail and venomous spur) understandably perplexed early
European naturalists.
The bill is primarily a sensory organ equipped with touch-detecting
mechanoreceptors and electrosensors that identify currents
generated by muscular contractions. This enables it to forage on
river beds for macroinverterbrate prey, insect larvae in particular.
Adults typically consume around a quarter of their body mass in
live food each day, with lactating females reaching an astonishing
80-90%. This sees the species travelling up to 10km in feeding
sessions that occupy approximately 12 hours a day.
Foraging mainly occurs nocturnally and, since it is primarily along
the river bed, platypus are predisposed to getting tangled in
plastic litter (particularly in more urban habitats) as well as being
susceptible to drowning in submerged nets and traps.
They rely on an intact and well-vegetated riparian zone for the
provision of shade and shelter from predators and, during the day,
typically shelter in a simple burrow at the water’s edge.
Females—sexually mature at around two years of age—dig longer

(up to 30 metres) and more structurally complex burrows in
which 1-3 eggs are laid in spring and incubated for just under 12
days prior to a lactation period of around four months. Milk is
transferred from the mother's mammary glands to the skin where
the young suckle her underbelly fur; platypus do not have teats.
The Action Plan for Australian Mammals classes the species as
Near Threatened due to its overall population decline and threats
directly affecting it and its habitat, including habitat degradation;
water resource utilisation; fishing bycatch mortalities; and climate
change. The Plan also notes that difficulties in reliably quantifying
platypus abundance compromise estimations of population size
and trends.
Despite only being listed as threatened in South Australia, it is
faring particularly badly in Victoria. Studies show a complete
absence of them in some river systems where they were formerly
present. And other rivers known to support thousands of platypus
at the time of European settlement have declined to less than 30
individuals, with juveniles completely absent.
Increased droughts, compounded by exposure to predation by
dogs and risk of road mortality when moving over land are held
as primary dangers. However, there is some positive news with
the species recently being spotted in rivers in the northern
Grampians for the first time in more than a decade.

AT A GLANCE…
• in the wild, platypus can survive for some 20 years

• they use their tails to store fat reserves and hunt with eyes closed

• males are slightly larger than females with an
average length of 50cm and weight of up to 2.4kg

• the ankle spur of male platypus produces a venom that can kill
smaller animals and cause humans excruciating pain.
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Over 39,000 hectares of
wildlife friendly habitat

ONLY 11.5% OF AUSTRALIA’S LAND MASS HAS ANY
FORM OF SECURITY AS A PROTECTED AREA, AND WE
HAVE ONE OF THE WORLD’S WORST RECORDS FOR
MAMMAL EXTINCTION IN A DEVELOPED COUNTRY
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SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

1

Wongaling Beach

Queensland • Sixteen sanctuaries added, 1,248.26 ha
Loving Nature Sanctuary

Robert and Sue Tidey

Archontophoenix Grove

John and Estelle Lindsay

7.06

Yeppoon

Neeraway

Jaime Warren

0.53

Glenwood

Jens and Ute's Refuge

Jens Sohnrey and Ute Harder de Sohnrey

1

Clagiraba

Jacque's Refuge

Jacque Jarrett

10.12

Shell Pocket

Labri

Jason and Kylie-Maree Jarrett

7.68

Tamborine

Danielle and Mark's Refuge

Danielle McCormick and Mark Sanders
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Booroobin

H & R Sanctuary

Heather Warner and Reid Dryden

5.62

Ridgewood

Natural Sanctuary

Gail Cooling

0.65

Peachester

The Brothers

Patricia Kelly

1,059

Warroo

Sheoak Ridge

Claire Baker and Marcus Achatz

66

Mt Molloy

Stonehouse Sanctuary

Kevin and Kayleen Stonehouse

15

Tully

Barrine Park Nature Refuge

Carolyn and Phil Emms

43

Lake Barrine

Jarowair

Brendon and Judi Gray

7.5

Kleinton

Figtree Hill

Paul and Melissa Prociv

10

Mount Mellum

Misty Mountain Hop

Trish Maycock

1.1

Laidley

12

Manton

New South Wales • Nine sanctuaries added, 1,505.3 ha
Pirli

Denise Morgan and Peter Dickens

Valley View

Myrelle and Peter Hurst

29.5

Kangaroo Protection Co-Operative

Viki Winton (President)

20

Dural

Habitat

Linda and Todd Dennis

16.2

Gradys Creek

Barbara and George's Refuge

Barbara and George Jones

2.5

Falls Creek

Barbara and George's Sanctuary

Barbara and George Jones

2.5

Tomerong

Soul of a Tree

Sandra Heuston

6.9

Rosebank

Shark Creek Conservation Area

Patricia Kelly

215.7

Tyndale

Narimba

Mark and Susie Rowe

1,200

Narrandera

Rous Mill

Western Australia • Four sanctuaries added, 145.01 ha
Steve and Michelle's Refuge

Steve de Gruchy and Michelle Hazelwood

16.2

Peerabeelup

Maxine and Jason's Refuge

Maxine and Jason Wilk

0.42

Maida Vale

Jenny and Pat's Refuge

Jenny and Pat Fox

4.7

Springfield

Lake Mealup

Lake Mealup Preservation Society Inc.

123.69

Nirimba

Tasmania • Four sanctuaries added, 214.73ha
Lisa's Refuge

Lisa Booth

0.81

Glenlusk

Wicked Wildlife Sanctuary

Jude Lennox and Sacha Pawlowski

0.51

Blackmans Bay

Wombat Hill

Mick and Louise Cooper

3.41

Crabtree

Inala

Tonia Cochran

210

Lunawanna

Victoria • Two sanctuaries added, 64ha
Gunter and Sigrid's Refuge

Gunter and Sigrid Weller

Three Bridges Refuge

Sue Bendel

4

Waratah North

60

Three Bridges

3.2

Aldgate

6

Hawker

South Australia• Two sanctuaries added, 9.2ha
Aldgate Valley Refuge

David Mussared

The Garden of Appreciation

Gavin and Robyn Smith

11

Whether it’s one hectare or a thousand,
your property will be an invaluable addition.

Join the

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is 1 or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of
this expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; and WLT signage and a membership
certificate for your property.
The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also
visit the US-based WLT site at www.hswlt.org
Or to talk to us, give Program Manager Evan Quartermain
a call on 1800 333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.
There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

WLT14

Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Phone:

Money Order

Email:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia protects wildlife by preserving
natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India and south-east Asia.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN 978-0-9925571-1-9

